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Video: Nothing Novela Is Coronavirus, Based on
Patent Files
A manufactured illusion. Dr David Martin with Reiner Fuellmich

By Reiner Fuellmich and Dr. David Martin
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***

… Not novel… no pandemic.. no variants… campaign of coercion & terror to address a
stated objective. Dr David Martin, SG!! Who can tell us what the vaxxed can do about this
synthetic recombinant chimera protein?

“There was no novel Coronavirus. Check of gene sequence vs all patent records showed not
novel since 1999! There are 120 patented pieces of evidence showing total fallacy of claim
‘novel’!”

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
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